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Time is on their side

Ky. hospital to pay nearly $41M

Members of Grow Smart Louisville continue
to oppose VA hospital on the Midlands site,
concerns over veteran’s care.

resolves allegations that it performed unnecessary

By Kenny Colston
T he bat t le over a new Vetera ns
Administ rat ion Hospita l may seem
over, but one group of concerned citizens and doctors are hoping that’s not
the case.
For several years, the VA has proposed building a new hospital in Louisville and has bought a piece of land,
called the Midlands, off Brownsboro
Road to locate the new medical center.
But with a roughly $900 million
price tag and at least four years before its proposed opening, members
of Grow Sma r t L ou isv i l le, a nonprof it organization promoting smart
growth in Louisville, are hoping the
Midlands project is scrapped.
Laura Schafsnitz, public affairs
off icer at VA explained the timeline,
“In the f iscal year 2013 budget, VA
provided an estimate for this project
of $900 million. Design is currently
under way and the project budget
will continue to be ref ined until VA
submits a request for construction
funding at which point it will be
based upon at least 35 percent design completion.”
Why Midlands?
The big question many ask is
why Midlands was chosen in the f irst
place. Schafsnitz explained the decision, “VA performed an extensive
site search during which it evaluated
a large number of sites. A site selection board scored those sites against
objective criteria that evaluated site
cond it ions, locat ion, accessibi l it y,
nearby amenities, infrastructure and

“With a high price tag of
construction, years away from
opening the doors, more and
more people are waking up to
the realization a new hospital,
if necessary, shouldn’t be
placed at the Midlands.”
–Eric Gunderson, president,
Grow Smart Louisville
environmental concerns.”
Their analysis and due diligence
was thorough. Schafsnitz said that
VA thoroughly analyzed f ive site options for the replacement VA Medical
Center to determine which site option
and resulting project would provide
the best care to veterans as well as
evaluating the total project cost and
time to delivery. During the evaluation period, VA conducted signif icant
due diligence activities on all site options and held several public meetings
to gather input from the community
and veterans.
Moving downtown was not even
the second choice. Schafsnitz said,
“The Secretary was presented with
the evaluation information and agency recommendations when making
his 2011 decision that the Midlands
would be VA’s top preferred site and
the St. Joe’s site would be VA’s second
preferred site.”
Grow Smart Louisville is not
convinced. While there are many reasons why various groups oppose a new
VA hospital off Brownsboro Road,
including the price tag the VA paid

King’s Daughters Medical Center has finalized a
settlement with the U.S. Justice Department that
cardiac procedures and had inappropriate financial
relationships with referring physicians.
Read more on page 2

for the property and signif icant road
issues, Grow Smart Louisville’s “primar y concern is veteran’s care,” Eric
Gunderson, president, said.
“ We h a v e t h e s e p e o p l e w h o
ser ved t heir count r y a nd we’re now
impacting the care they receive for no
reason,” he said.
Better Access to Care
Grow Sma r t L ou is v i l le wou ld
rather see the hospital built downtown, Gunderson said, if there’s even
a need for a new hospital in Louisville.
The reason for a downtown hospital location is better access to care
for the veterans who use the hospital.
“Everything they need is downtown,” Sharron Hilbrecht, the wife
of a veteran and a member of Grow
Smart, said. “If any thing happens,
they’re going to be transported downtown any way.”
The group points out that other
hospitals and specialty medical centers are located downtown, so if a veteran has a heart or lung issue, they are
likely to be transported to the Rudd
Heart and Lung center at Jewish Hospital. A downtown hospital would
mean mere minutes for transportation, while a Midlands location could
be 20 minutes or more, especially if
traff ic is backed up, Hilbrecht said.
“My husband is a vet and he
brought that up,” Hilbrecht said of
the distance from the Midlands site
to downtown hospitals. “He said ‘if
something happens, I could die on the
way to the hospital.’ And you could.
What if you get stuck in traff ic on
Rudy Lane or in Spaghetti Junction?”
Continued on page 4

Serving Kentucky and Southern Indiana

Medicare’s big data dump
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
released data showing utilization, payments and
submitted charges for services and procedures
provided by physicians to Medicare beneficiaries.
The data dump, organized in searchable-friendly
Excel format, garnered national headlines, as
it was the first time in over 35 years that such
information has been made available to the public.
Read more on page 13

ABOUT THIS ISSUE
Healthcare Law
Our July issue takes a look at
healthcare law. Articles
delve into topics
such as the threat
of healthcare
security
breaches. How
can healthcare
providers protect
patient information?
We’ll explain. We also
explore Medicare’s big data
dump and why you shouldn’t be quick to make
judgments based on the data alone. Further,
we look at healthcare data. Who owns it – the
patient or the healthcare provider? It’s not an
easy answer. We tell you why.
Articles begin on page 12
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Ky. hospital to pay nearly $41M to settle kickback, false claims charges
King’s Daughters Medical Center has f inalized a settlement with the
U.S. Justice Department that resolves
allegations that it performed unnecessary cardiac procedures and had inappropriate f inancial relationships with
referring physicians.
The Ashland, Ky.-based hospita l, the largest in the state, had disclosed in its 2013 annua l repor t that
it was in negotiations for the $40.9
mil lion settlement.
The statement also pointed to a
number of programs that have recognized King’s Daughters’ cardiac program for meeting or exceeding national standards.
The Justice Department alleged
that between 2006 and 2010, King’s
Daughters billed Medicare and Medicaid for numerous unnecessary coronary
stents and diagnostic catheterizations.
Moreover, it claimed that physicians
falsif ied medical records to justify the
unnecessary procedures.

The settlement also covers allegations that King’s Daughters violated
the Stark law by paying certain cardiologists unreasonably high salaries.
As part of the deal, King’s Daughters will enter into a f ive-year corporate integrity agreement with HHS’
inspector general’s off ice that requires
it to overhaul its internal compliance
program and commit to third-party
review of claims it submits to federal
healthcare programs.
Negative publicity from the investigation was one of the factors that
have depressed patient volume at the
medical center. In a call with bondholders this year, the hospital said it
has seen a 48.3 percent decrease in
cardiac catheterizations, which was
also due to the loss of two high-volume cardiologists. King’s Daughters
is in the midst of a wide-ranging
turnaround plan to stem its recent f inancial losses.

KING’S DAUGHTERS SETTLE KICKBACK
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COV E R STO RY

Time is on their side
Continued from page 1

Other Concerns
The group also notes that most
VA hospital staff are medical students
on internships or rotations. The current Zorn Avenue hospital is just a
few miles away from the University of
Louisville’s downtown medical campus. A Midlands hospital is almost 10
miles away, creating a longer commute
for students who work split shifts at
the VA, they said. Most VA hospitals
are located in metro areas or next to
university medical centers for that very
reason, Gunderson said.
“It will take these patient
transfers and make them
longer and that could threaten
the health of a veteran.”
–Fred Williams, KMA president
Another concern with the hospital plans is the shrinking of the new
medical center from 200 beds currently to 110 at the Midlands. Dr. Harold
Blevins, a member of Grow Smart, said
the VA thinks they can move to more
outpatient care by the time the new
hospital opens, but said that model of
more outpatient care “doesn’t work.”
Blevins also said the VA plans to
shut down their satellite clinics across
the county, forcing veterans who use
the clinics and not the hospital to
commute to the medical center instead, once the new hospital opens.
“They want to shut down Shively,
Newburg, DuPont clinics and put everything at the Midlands,” he said.
Grow Smart Not Alone
Grow Smart Louisville isn’t the
only entity that opposes a new VA hospital off the Watterson Expressway.
The Kentucky Medical Association (KMA), at the leading of the
Greater Louisville Medical Society,
passed a resolution at their annual
meeting in September opposing the
Midlands hospital location.
KMA President Fred Williams
said his entity, which is the foremost

medical association in Kentucky, supports a downtown location instead.
“It really has nothing to do with
the purchase of the property that has
received a lot of press recently,” Williams said. “It’s quality of care issues.
Patients at the VA hospital are often
transported between facilities.”
Williams said the Midlands location
is too far away from important medical
centers, risking the life of a veteran.
“It will take these patient transfers
and make them longer,” Williams said.
“And that could threaten the health of
a veteran.”
In addition to their stated opposition to the proposed location, the
KMA also sent a letter of their stance
to VA off icials, Williams said. They
haven’t received a response from the
VA, he said.
Holding on to Hope
But those opposing a Midlands location said there is still hope, despite
the purchasing of land and apparent
plans to move forward.
Blevins said at the last public
meeting, held weeks ago, VA off icials
had presented a second option they
hadn’t previously mentioned: staying
at the current hospital at Zorn Avenue
and renovating.
“So that means someone is subtly
re-thinking this,” Blevins said. “They
haven’t said that for two to three years,
so that’s a big statement.”
However, when asked about this,
Schafsnitz replied, “During the 2009
feasibility study for the project, VA
determined not to reuse the existing
Zorn facility.”
With a high price tag of construction, years away from opening the
doors, more and more people are waking up to the realization a new hospital, if necessary, shouldn’t be placed at
the Midlands, Gunderson said.
And with time on their side,
groups like Grow Smart Louisville
and the KMA plan to continue to oppose a hospital on the Midlands site.
“There’s hardly anyone we talk to
that doesn’t think this is a bad idea,”
Gunderson said. “And I think those

MIDLANDS SITE OFF BROWNSBORO RD.

who won’t support a downtown location have been misguided.”
For those that agree with Gunderson, there is still a chance to voice concerns. According to Schafsnitz, the public can still give input on the proposed
plans. However, this involves only an
opportunity to comment on the analysis
associated with completion of a site specific Environmental Assessment.
Schafsnitz explained, “The analysis is expected to be completed in the
next few months with draft report ex-

pected in July. It will be made available for public comment. At that time,
the VA will hold another public meeting to present the analysis and solicit
input from potentially interested parties. That meeting will be followed by
another public comment period after
which the VA’s consultant will prepare
a f inal report and recommendation
which will include responses to comments received on the draft report.”

Nothing But the Facts
Midlands
(Current Selection)

Downtown (Better Choice)

2

12

(The Little
Clinic - Kroger
and Convenient
Medical Center)

(Including Rudd Heart
and Lung, J. Graham
Brown Cancer, Kleinert &
Kutz Hand Care, etc.)

2. Proximity to
other counties

Only entry from
1-264 east and west

Entries from 1-65, 1-71, 1-64
north, south, east, west and
from the 2nd Street Bridge

3. Access

Two interstate exit
ramps and two
secondary roads

Ten exit ramps from
interstates and multiple
secondary roads

Current plan calls for
2,400 parking spaces

Several thousand public
surface and structural spaces

Zero facilities/
0 beds

Fourteen
facilities/4,000 beds

1. Medical facilities
within one mile
(access to specialty
treatment,
emergency needs,
consults, etc.)

4. Parking within
one mile
5. Lodging
within one mile
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Renovations to transform
emergency care at Christ Hospital
Health Network
The Christ Hospital Health Network has completed a $1 million emergency department renovation featuring expanded emergency treatment
areas, all of which are designed to increase the speed in which patients see
a healthcare provider. The expanded
emergency treatment areas include:
• New reception area staffed by a
registered nurse
• New express care treatment area
• Additional triage rooms
• Private area dedicated to reviewing test results with a member of
the healthcare team

• A dd it iona l mon itored bed s - e xpanding our capacity to ser ve.
Much of the renovation space was
gained by purposefully reducing the
size of the waiting room. The design
team focused on creating a space that
both supports a patient centric-environment and improves operational efficiency. The team sought to shorten the
duration in the emergency department
by increasing the number of examination rooms within the existing space
and enhance the interior environment
to reinforce healing through the use of
artwork, light, and warm finishes.”

CHRIST HOSPITAL ER RENOVATION

Trauma Coalition to expand fall
prevention efforts
The Tristate Trauma Coalition,
part of the Greater Cincinnati Health
Council, is preparing to enhance the
efforts on Fall Prevention with the
expansion of the program to three additional emergency medical service
(EMS) departments in the region.
After six months in the pilot phase, a
subcommittee of the Tristate Trauma
Coalition focusing on falls is considering adding additional measures to
the program.
Falls by the elderly out in the
community and in their homes is part

of an alarming trend in the Tristate
region. Fall-related injuries can occur
to people of any age, but decreased
physical motor skills and simple environmental hazards in homes can contribute to the risk of elderly citizens
experiencing a fall.
Data from 2013 shows that 51.8
percent of all trauma related injuries
were caused by a fall, 51.5 percent of
falls were experienced by people age
65 and older and 2.1 percent of falls
by people age 65 and older were fatal.

UK awarded $1.9 Million to improve
retention of STEM majors
The University of Kentucky has
been awarded a $1.9 million grant to
improve retention of students in the
STEM disciplines: science, technology, engineering and mathematics,
through a collection of initiatives
dubbed “STEMCats.”
UK is one of 37 research institutions selected by the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI) to receive
an award, from among 170 institutions competing for a share of $60
million in total funding. The fiveyear awards, ranging from $1.2 to
$2.4 million, are intended to enable
schools to focus on “significant and
sustained improvement in retaining
students” in the STEM disciplines.
Although the need for STEM
graduates is growing nationally, fewer
than half of all students who enter
college with the intention of majoring
in a STEM field leave with a STEM
degree. Nationwide, STEM matriculation rates hover around 40 percent,
but among historically underrepresented ethnic groups the rate is only
half that, roughly 20 percent.
The STEMCats project has five
key components, each aimed at improving the recruitment, preparation
and retention of STEM majors.
1. ‘FastTrack ’ courses for math,
biology, chemistry and physics
To improve preparation of incoming students, two residential FastTrack
courses, in biology and chemistry, will
be offered.

2. STEMCats liv ing
lea rning communit y
Students enrolled in the STEMCats program will be immersed in a
community of learners within one of
the residence halls on campus.
3. Freshman STEM research course
A new, multidisciplinary and
inquiry-based research course will be
piloted in a year-round course.
4. Team-based Summer Research
Experience
D u r i ng t he su m mer se s sion
at the end of their freshman year,
groups of eight to 10 STEMCats will
join a research project in a laboratory
of a faculty member in the Community of Scholars.
5. Improving introductory STEM
curriculum
New introductory chemistry and
physics courses will be developed, with
an interdisciplinary focus and a lifesciences orientation. Biology-enriched
chemistry introductory courses are already underway.

Shelbyville’s MaxCare Urgent
Treatment Center joins Baptist Health
Bapt ist Hea lt h has added a
Shelbyville urgent care center to its
family of services. MaxCare Urgent
Treatment Center in Shelbyville became Baptist Health Urgent Care and
Occupational Medicine in May. MaxCare has provided urgent care and occupational medicine since 2006, seeing more than 17,000 patients a year.
MaxCare is the only urgent care
center in Shelby, Henry and Spencer
counties, and its physicians and nurse

practitioners see patients from each
of those communities, as well as from
Anderson and Franklin counties.
Baptist Health currently operates
five urgent care centers in the Kentuckiana/Louisville area. Baptist also
has urgent care centers in Lexington
(Nicholasville), Corbin and Richmond, and a full-service occupational
medicine clinic in the Bluegrass Industrial Park.
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Event calendar
Big Data: What’s the Big Deal?

Date: July 24
Time: Registration 7:30 am; Program 8:00 - 10:30 am
Where: Norton Medical Plaza II Center, Orthopaedic & Hand Room 120,
9880 Angies Way, Louisville, Ky., 40241
Info: Drew Goddin, managing director, Health Solutions practice, FTI
Consulting, explains how big data impacts healthcare and how you can
leverage big data for success. The discussion will also touch on:
• What is big data?
• What does big data mean for providers, payors and life sciences?
• How is big data making a difference?
• A discussion of mining data, data management, governance, technology,
data ware housing, analytics, visualization and self service.
To register: Members $50; Non-members $75; Full-time students $10; Free
for Louisville Healthcare Fellows 2014 and HEN Ambassadors; Row sponsor
$500 (includes tickets for eight); To register, visit healthenterprisesnetwork.
com, email register@healthenterprisesnetwork.com, or call (502) 625-0149.
Payments must be made prior to the event.

KHA Physician Forum

Date: July 10
Time: 11:30 am – 1:30 pm
Where: KHA Headquarters, 2501 Nelson Miller Pkwy.,
Louisville, Ky., 40253
To register: For more information, contact Kim Dees, vice president of
Health Professions at (502) 426-4542 ext. 4353.

2014 Facility of the Year Deadline

Date: July 15
Info: Sponsored by the Kentucky Association for Health Care Facilities,
a trade association that represents propriety and nonproprietary nursing
facilities and personal care homes across the Commonwealth.
Contact: For more information, contact jsmith@kahcf.org or
smcclain@kahcf.org, visit kahcf.org
or call (502) 425-5000.

Basic MDS 3.0 Training

Date: July 15 - 16
Time: Tuesday and Wednesday 8:30 am – 4 pm
Where: KAHCF Training Center, 9403 Mill Brook Rd.,
Louisville, Ky., 40223

Info: With the significant impact that the
MDS can have on the financial, survey, and
marketing potential of the facility, accurate
completion is critical. “The ‘ABC’s’ of MDS
3.0” focuses on the basic completion of this
assessment item by item. It will provide the attendee with the foundation
for accurate and successful completion of the RAI process including: item
coding requirements; OBRA and PPS scheduling criteria; and basic CAA
and care plan development. Presented by Janine Lehman, RN, director of
Clinical Services at Wells Health Systems in Owensboro, Ky. CEUs are
provided.
To register: Visit kahcf.org or email jsmith@kahcf.org.

Advanced MDS 3.0 Training - Beyond the Basics

Date: July 17
Time: 9 am – 4 pm
Where: KAHCF Training Center, 9403 Mill Brook Rd., Louisville, Ky., 40223
Info: Now you know the basics of MDS 3.0 completion, what’s next?
This advanced training focuses on the criteria for PPS and Case Mix
reimbursement derived from the MDS. The RUG III and RUG IV
category criteria and documentation requirements will be discussed.
PPS scheduling rules will be further explored, with calendar examples
provided for clear comprehension of this process. Presented by Janine
Lehman, RN, director of Clinical Services at Wells Health Systems in
Owensboro, Ky. CEUs are provided.
To register: Visit kahcf.org or email jsmith@kahcf.org. $120 per member for
first registrant; $115 first additional registrant; $110 any other additional
registrant; $220 for non-members.

KHA Grant Writing 101 Workshop

Date: July 22
Time: Welcome starts at 9 am; Workshops start at 9:30 – 3:30
Where: UK Center for Rural Health, 750 Morton Blvd., Hazard, Ky., 41701
Info: Designed for the beginner or intermediate grant writer and led by
Alison Davis, PhD, executive director at CEDIK and associate professor
of Agricultural Economics at the University of Kentucky.
To register: Online registration for KHA members at secure.kyha.com/
iMISpublic/Core/Events/Events.aspx. Visit kyha.com/event-calendar
to download a registration form. Forms are due by July 15.

Former Louisvillian helped Jacksonville-based Healogics in its sale
Healogics, Inc. announced an agreement
under which CD & Rmanaged funds will acquire Healogics Holding
Corp., the largest adMILES
vanced wound care services provider in the U.S., from Metalmark Capital and Scale Venture Partners.
The transaction is valued at $910 million.
Additional terms were not disclosed.

Headquartered in Jacksonville,
Fla. with approximately $300 million in
sales and more than 2,000 employees,
Healogics operates nearly 600 hospital outpatient Wound Care Centers, or
roughly one-third of all hospital outpatient wound care centers in the U.S., and
treated over 215,000 patients in 2013. In
addition, the company operates Sechrist
Industries, the leading global manufacturer of hyperbaric oxygen therapy

chambers (HBOTCs) used in advanced
wound care. Inc. magazine recently
named Healogics, Inc. on its exclusive
ranking of the nation’s fastest-growing
private companies and was recognized
on Modern Healthcare’s list of ‘Healthcare’s Hottest’ companies for 2013.
Former Louisvillian David Miles
helped Jacksonville-based Healogics,
where he serves as CFO, in its sale to private equity firm Clayton, Dubilier & Rice.

The company’s specialized wound
care services result in a 91 percent heal
rate and 94 percent patient satisfaction
rate. Importantly, effective wound care
helps payors avoid significant costs associated with the escalation in severity
of wound-related incidents. The transaction is expected to close in the second or
third quarter of 2014.
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UK College of Pharmacy, Kindred
Healthcare renew partnership
In 2013, the University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy and Louisville-based Kindred Healthcare,
Inc. forged an innovative, collaborative partnership that provided a pharmacy scholar with a unique glimpse
into the future of healthcare through
the creation of the UK College of
Pharmacy/Kindred Healthcare Executive Pharmacy Fellowship.
The fellowship allows the fellow
the opportunity to engage two worldclass healthcare organizations in an
executive training program at Kindred
Healthcare focused on transitional
care delivery methods, practice, and
research. UK and Kindred have extended their partnership and added
two fellow positions to the program.
While primarily based in Kindred’s support center in Louisville,
the fellows will work closely with the
College of Pharmacy’s Institute for

Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy
(IPOP) on applied research projects
focused on transitional care outcomes.
IPOP activities include design and
implementation of applied research
projects, preparation of manuscripts,
research reports, research presentations, and analysis of outcome data.

New president & CEO named
Greater Louisville
Inc. (GLI) announced
that Kent Oyler will
become the business
leadersh ip orga nization’s new president
OYLER
and CEO, effective
June 1. Oyler most recently served
as managing partner of OPM Services, Inc., a financial-services and
investment firm and has founded or
co-founded over 18 other businesses,
including High Speed Access Corp.,
a broadband service provider.
Oyler will take over the reins
from Eileen Pickett who has been
serving as acting CEO in the interim. Oyler brings more than 30 years
of diverse business, finance, operations and entrepreneurial experience
to the organization. He has served in
CFO, CEO and executive chairman

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Health Care Is Shifting Ground.
Be Supported by Solid Counsel.

Learn more from our attorneys at hallrender.com/resources.

614 West Main Street | Suite 4000 | Louisville, KY 40202 | (502) 568-1890

positions in small and large companies. His numerous entrepreneurial
ventures have been in a wide variety of industries including railroads,
leasing, manufacturing, Internet and
market research.
As the president & CEO, Oyler
will lead the roll out of GLI’s recently
announced strategic priorities, which
are centered on serving the interests
of its members and the regional business community. These priority areas,
as outlined in the organization’s Advantage Louisville plan, are: retaining
and growing existing businesses, including supporting the entrepreneurial and start-up community; increasing the region’s human capital, levels
of educational attainment and workforce readiness; and driving advocacy
efforts aimed at creating a more business-friendly environment.
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Greater Louisville, Inc.
Kent Oyler has been named CEO of Greater
Louisville, Inc.

American Medical Association
Steven J. Stack, MD, an emergency physician
practicing in Lexington, Ky., was named presidentelect of the American Medical Association (AMA).
STACK

MYERS

FREEMAN

ZOELLER

Baptist Health
Missy Freeman has been named director of
hospital compliance and HIPAA privacy for
Baptist Health Paducah.
Isaac J. Myers II, MD, formerly president of St.
Francis Medical Group (Central Indiana Region), has
been named president of the Baptist Health Medical
Group, part of Baptist Health.

Home of the Innocents
Carl Thomas, president and treasurer of The Gheens
Foundation, was named 2014 Hero for the Home.

OYLER

Kosair Charities
Randy Coe is the recipient of the 2014 Woodrow Wilson
Award, presented by the Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars, to be presented in September.
Lourdes Hospital
Ronee Aaron, MD, has joined Mercy Medical
Associates, Lourdes’ employee owned physican practice,
in the medical staff.

THOMAS

Catherine A. Zoeller, formerly vice president of
physician integration for Baptist Health Louisville,
has been chosen as vice president of operations for the
Baptist Health Medical Group.
Tracee Bell Troutt, formerly executive vice
president and chief administrative officer at GLI,
was named chief development officer for the Hardin
Memorial Hospital Foundation, a Baptist Health
Managed Hospital.

TROUTT

Caroline Korte and Rex Smith have been appointed to its
regional board of directors.
Northern Kentucky University
Carol Bredemeyer, assistant director for faculty services at
NKU Chase College of Law, has been presented with the
2014 AALL Hall of Fame Award.

COE

Cedar Lake
Michelle Kersting was promoted to director of finance
at Cedar Lake.
KERSTING

WAUGH

Marge Waugh succeeds Kersting as assistant director
of finance.

AARON

KORTE

Marleen Bailie joins Cedar Lake as an executive
assistant.

BAILIE

Christ Hospital Health Network
Jeni George has been named manager of Medical
Staff Services.

SMITH

BREDEMEYER

JONES

MORTON

GOFF

Havens Medical Group, Clark Physician Group,
recently hired nurse practitioner Nicole Flippen.

DENTON

Havens Medical Group, Clark Physician Group,
recently hired nurse practitioner Cortney
Montgomery.

JOHNSON

BAILEY

Denton & Keuler Attorneys at Law
Glenn Denton, partner, has been elected to the
Lourdes Foundation Board of Directors.
Frost Brown Todd
C. Edward Glasscock is the recipient of the 2014
Woodrow Wilson Award, presented by the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars, to be
presented in September.
Greater Cincinnati Health Council
Craig Brammer, CEO, has been elected to the
Network for Regional Healthcare Improvement
(NRHI) Executive Committee.

UK HealthCare
Alison Bailey, MD was named director of ambulatory and
preventative cardiology for UK HealthCare.
Richard D. Andreatta with UK College of Health Sciences
was named the 2014 recipient of the college’s Kingston
Award for Excellence in Teaching.

Havens Medical Group, Clark Physician Group,
recently hired nurse practitioner Tina Woodrome.

GLASSCOCK

St. Joseph Mount Sterling
Michelle Morton, MD, and Thomas Goff, MD, boardcertified cardiologists with KentuckyOne Health
Cardiology, have opened a new office at St. Joseph Mount
Sterling.
University of Kentucky
Darren L. Johnson, MD, professor and chair of the
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery and chair of Sports
Medicine at the University of Kentucky, was named one
of the top 28 sports knee surgeons in North America by
Orthopedics This Week.

Chrysalis Ventures
David Jones, Jr. is the 2014 recipient of the Jewish
Community of Louisville’s Blanche B. Ottenheimer
Award.
Clark Memorial Hospital
Health nurse practitioner Callie Durham joined
Clark Physician’s Group’s Just for Women practice.

Adam Fritz, a senior psychological science major; Bobbie
Lee Stubbeman, a senior psychological science major;
Josephine Brown, a senior biological sciences major; and
Cliff Brown, a 2013 NKU graduate, were recognized for
research excellence in the field of neuroscience at two
scientific meetings during the spring semester.

ANDREATTA

GRIFFITH

LOGSDON

Debra Moser, professor at the UK College of Nursing has
been awarded a Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute Grant to advance her research in risk-reducing
interventions for cardiovascular disease in Kentucky’s
Appalachian region.
University of Louisville
M. Cynthia Logsdon, PhD, professor, University of
Louisville School of Nursing, was selected as one of 100
Alumni Legacy Leaders by Indiana University School of
Nursing during its centennial year.
Darrell Griffith was named associate vice president for
health affairs/finance and administration for the University
of Louisville Health Sciences Center. He also will assume
the position of vice president/CFO for University of
Louisville Physicians.
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Cincinnati pharmacists work to
reduce hospital readmissions
Kroger, the University of Cincinnati and several local health systems are
teaming up with the Health Collaborative to study how hospitals can lower readmission rates for patients who might
be confused about prescription drugs.
The Health Collaborative, whose
board and trustees include representatives of Cincinnati hospitals, business
leaders and government officials, lined
up a $600,000 grant to pay for the
study from the National Association
of Chain Drug Stores Foundation. At

least 1,000 adult patients will be enrolled in the two-year study, which is
to begin Oct. 1. Principal investigator for the study will be Dr. Richard
Shonk, chief medical officer at the
Health Collaborative.
The study could prove important
because hospitals now face losses in
Medicare funding if patients are readmitted within a month. Medicare
is a federal health insurance program
for seniors and some younger people
with disabilities.

NKU College of Business honored as
Princeton Review Best Business School
The Northern Kentucky University Haile/US Bank College of Business is one of the nation’s most outstanding business schools, according
to The Princeton Review.
The survey used to compile
the 2014 edition of The Princeton
Review’s “The Best 295 Business

Schools” asks business school students about their school’s academics,
student body, and campus life as well
as about themselves and their career
plans. The book profiles schools with
write-ups on their academics, student
life and admissions.

HIV researcher at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital Medical Center
wins federal grant
Stephen Waggoner, a researcher at
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, was awarded a $2.5 million federal grant to oversee a project
aimed at pursuing a state-of-the-art
approach to developing a vaccine that
will help prevent HIV infection. Wag-

goner was one of three scientists to receive the grants for HIV research, each
of whom were chosen to receive this
year’s Avant-Garde Award for HIV/
AIDS Research from the National Institute on Drug Abuse.

NKU Health Science program
ranked among nation’s best
The Northern Kentucky University
Bachelor in Health Science has been
ranked as one of the top 25 degree programs of its kind in the country by TheBestSchools.org. The B.S. in Health
Science ranked No. 19 on the list,
which compared schools by such factors
as academic quality, range of courses
offered, faculty strength, awards, rankings and reputation.

Offered through the College of
Health Professions, NKU’s Bachelor in
Health Science degree is an interdisciplinary program divided into two tracks
(clinical and non-clinical), depending
upon the student’s ultimate career goals.
Other schools on the list include: Boston
University, Northeastern University, the
University of Florida and the University
of Mississippi Medical Center.
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UofL Hospital Nurse Residency
Sullivan University launches
Program receives full accreditation physician assistant program
The nurse residency program at
University of Louisville Hospital, a
part of KentuckyOne Health, is one
of 12 in the nation to receive recognition for consistent, high quality care.
The Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), the leading
accrediting body for nurse education
and nurse residency programs, has
awarded the program a five-year accreditation, the maximum term.
The aim of the 12-month program is to further develop and transition new baccalaureate-prepared
graduate nurses into the workforce,
a key recommendation of the Insti-

tute of Medicine’s landmark report
on “The Future of Nursing: Leading
Change, Advancing Health.”
As part of their residency experience, nurses are required to develop
evidence-based projects, leading to
measurable improvements in patient
care. Throughout the program, nurse
residents are assessed for competency
on their clinical skills, critical thinking, ethics and end of life care, cultural diversity, application of evidencebased nursing practice and leadership,
and professional accountability.

Sullivan University launched its
Physician Assistant Program during
orientation for new students in June.
Sullivan is the first university in Louisville, and only the third university
in Kentucky, to offer a Physician Assistant degree program. Graduates of
the program receive a Master of Science in Physician Assistant (MSPA).
Sullivan’s MSPA degree program
will be 24 months in length. The curriculum consists of a 12-month didactic
phase and a 12-month clinical phase.
The ARC-PA has granted Ac-

creditation-Provisional status to the
Sullivan University Physician Assistant Program. Accreditation-Provisional is an accreditation status. The
status indicates that the plans and
resource allocation for the proposed
program appear to demonstrate the
program’s ability to meet the ARCPA Standards, if fully implemented
as planned. Accreditation-Provisional
does not ensure any subsequent accreditation status. It is limited to no
more than five years from matriculation of the first class.

Balancing healthcare issues
can be complicated.
Choosing a legal team
shouldn’t be.
Feel like you have a “split personality”
when it comes to all the health care
industry issues? Let our Health Care
Service Group help bring order to the
chaos around you.
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Electronic data breach leads to largest
HIPAA settlement to date
By Molly Nichol Lewis
Recently, the Of f ice
of Civil Rights (OCR) of
the Department of Health
a nd Hu ma n Ser v ice s
e nt e r e d i nt o a $ 4 . 8
million dollar settlement
with two New York-based healthcare
organizations after a data breach
involving electronic protected health
information occurred. The agreement is
the largest HIPA A settlement thus far.
New York and Presbyterian (NYP)
and Columbia University (CU) are
covered entities that participate in a
joint arrangement in which CU faculty
members serve as attending physicians at
NYP. The entities operate a shared data
network and a shared network firewall
that is administered by employees of
both entities. The shared network links
to NYP patient information systems
containing ePHI.
Joint Breach Filed
After receiving a complaint that
records of NYP patients were accessible
on the internet in 2010, NYP and CU
submitted a joint breach report. OCR

subsequently conducted an investigation
and found that the medical records
(including patient status, vital signs,
medications, and lab results) of 6,800
NYP patients were accessible on the
internet. The investigation revealed
the breach occurred when a physician
employed by CU attempted to deactivate
a personally-owned computer server on
the NYP internal data network. Because
of a lack of technical safeguards,
deactivation of the server resulted in
widespread, accessible ePHI.
Not only did OCR find an
impermissible disclosure of ePHI, but
they also found that neither entity
made efforts prior to the breach to
assure that the server was secure
and contained appropriate software
protections. Further, neither entity had
conducted a risk analysis or addressed
the threats and hazards to the security
of the ePHI. NY P failed to implement
appropriate policies and procedures for
authorizing access to its database and
failed to comply with its own policies
on information access management.
N Y P a nd CU were required to
pay $3,300,000 and $1,500,000,
respectively. Both entities agreed to a
substantive corrective action plan.

NEW YORK AND PRESBYTERIAN

Risk Analysis is Key
This settlement reaff irms what
healthcare attorneys have repeatedly
emphasized – covered entities must
conduct thorough risk analysis and
specif ically analyze the technical,
physical, and administrative
safeguards in place to protect ePHI.
Collaborative entities, like N Y P

and CU, must be jointly responsible
for developing and implementing
policies, training staff and monitoring
ePHI access. A ll entities should work
closely with IT to ensure that their
systems are HIPA A-compliant.
Molly Nicol Lewis is an associate of
McBrayer, McGinnis, Leslie & Kirkland,
PLLC in the firm’s Lexington office.

Advanced Cancer Therapeutics
enters Phase 1 human clinical trials

Kentucky physician named
AMA president-elect

Advanced
Cancer
Therapeutics (ACT), a privately held company
dedicated to bringing new anti-cancer
therapies to market, announced that it
has begun clinical trials of PFK-158,
a small molecule therapeutic candidate
that inactivates a novel cancer metabolism target never before examined in
human clinical trials. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved Phase 1 dose escalation study
is evaluating the safety, tolerability
and anti-tumor activity of PFK-158 in
cancer patients with solid tumors such
as melanoma, lung, colon, breast and
pancreatic cancer.
PFK-158 is the first 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3) inhibitor to

Steven Stack, MD,
an emergency physician practicing in Lexington, Ky., was named
president-elect of the
American Medical AsSTACK
sociation (AMA), the
nation’s largest and most influential
physician organization. Following a
year-long term as president-elect, Dr.
Stack assumed the office of AMA
president in June 2015. He is 43 and
the youngest AMA president in the
last 100 years.
Elected to the AMA Board of
Trustees in 2006, he was the first
board-certified emergency physician
to serve as an AMA board member.

undergo clinical trial testing in cancer patients. The target, PFKFB3, is
activated by oncogenes and the low
oxygen state in cancers, stimulates
glucose metabolism and is required
for the growth of cancer cells as tumors in mice. PFK-158, which has
been licensed by ACT from the James
Graham Brown Cancer Center at the
University of Louisville, inhibits the
substrate binding domain of PFKFB3
causing a marked reduction in the glucose uptake and growth of multiple
cancer types in mice.

During the last eight years, Dr. Stack
has served in many leadership positions, including AMA board chair and
AMA secretary. Prior to his service
on the AMA board, he held a distinguished record as an elected leader
within numerous state, national and
specialty medical associations.
In his home state of Kentucky, Dr.
Stack has served as medical director
of the emergency departments at St.
Joseph East in Lexington, Ky. and St.
Joseph Mt. Sterling in rural eastern
Kentucky. He also served as medical
director of the emergency department
at Baptist Memorial Hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
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OIG report
Ambulatory surgical centers save
Medicare, beneficiaries billions.
By Adele Merestein
In April, 2014, the
U.S. Department of Health
a nd Hu m a n S er v ic e s
Office of the Inspector
General (OIG) released
Report A-05-12-00020
entitled “Medicare and Beneficiaries Could
Save Billions If CMS Reduces Hospital
Outpatient Department Payment Rates
For Ambulatory Surgical Center-Approved
Procedures To Ambulatory Surgical Center
Payment Rates” (“Report”)—a Report title
which is self-explanatory.

Medicare could potentially
save up to an additional
$15 billion for CY 2012
through 2017, if CMS reduces
outpatient department
payment rates to ASC payment
levels for ASC-approved
procedures performed in
outpatient departments on norisk to low-risk beneficiaries.

Background
In 1982, Medicare began covering
services provided in ambulatory surgical
center (ASC) because the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
recognized that some surgical services
provided on an inpatient basis could be
safely performed in less intensive and less
costly settings, such as ASCs and outpatient
departments. ASC prospective payment
system (ASCPPS) rates are frequently
lower than outpatient prospective payment
system (OPPS) rates, resulting in savings
for Medicare.
Both the OPPS and ASCPPS must
be budget neutral. Congress incorporated
budget neutrality into these payment

systems to ensure that total Medicare
payments would not increase or decrease
because of fluctuations within the systems
themselves, other than the yearly adjustment
for inflation.
Findings of the OIG
In a study commissioned by Congress,
the OIG assessed the impact on total
Medicare expenditures of providing surgical
services in an ambulatory surgical center
(ASC) as compared with an outpatient
department. Since Medicare ASC rates
generally are lower than hospital outpatient
department rates for the same procedures,
Medicare saves when surgical procedures
that do not pose significant risk to patients
are performed in an ASC instead of in an
outpatient setting. The review subject of
the Report quantifies these savings. The
OIG found:
1. During CY 2007 through 2011,
Medicare saved $7 billion for surgical
procedures performed in ASCs instead of in
other outpatient settings. It stands to save
$12 billion for CY 2012 through 2017.
2. Medicare could potentially save
up to an additional $15 billion for CY 2012
through 2017, if CMS reduces outpatient
department payment rates to ASC payment
levels for A SC-approved procedures
performed in outpatient departments on
no-risk to low-risk beneficiaries. The OIG
consulted with the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality to obtain patient
risk statistics and used the risk profiles to
estimate the potential additional savings
possible if payment rates for ASC procedures
performed in outpatient departments are
lowered to ASC rates.
3. B enef icia r ie s h ave saved a nd
c ou ld c ont i nue to save bi l l ion s of
dol la r s at t r ibut able to reduc ed c ostsharing amounts.
Recommendations
T he OIG m ade t he fol low i ng
recommendations to CMS:

1. CMS should draft and submit
for review a legislative proposal that
would exempt the reduced expenditures
attributable to reduced OPPS payment
rates, from budget neutrality adjustments.
This would be necessary because both the
OPPS and the ASCPPS are required by
statute to be budget neutral to insulate both
payment systems from Medicare payment
fluctuations.
2. If a budget neutrality exemption
for the reduced expenditures is secured,
CMS should reduce OPPS payment rates
for ASC-approved procedures performed

CMS had an opportunity to
review a draft report and did
not concur with the OIG’s
recommendations noting, first,
that such a legislative initiative
to change the payment system
is not currently included in
the President’s budget.
in outpatient departments on beneficiaries
with no-risk or low-risk clinical needs.
3. CMS should “develop and
implement a payment strategy” providing
for the continued standard OPPS payment
rate for beneficiaries whose clinical needs

require their ASC-approved procedures to
be performed in an outpatient department
for safety and quality reasons.
CMS had an opportunity to review a
draft report and did not concur with the
OIG’s recommendations noting, first, that
such a legislative initiative to change the
payment system is not currently included
in the President’s budget. Further, CMS
was concerned that the recommended
changes introduced a “circularity” problem
insofar as most ASC payment rates are
based on the OPPS payment rates that the
OIG is recommending that CMS reduce.
Finally, CMS was concerned that the OIG
did not provide specific clinical criteria to
distinguish patient risk levels.
The OIG countered that CMS could
propose budget neutrality legislation for
future legislative initiatives and that,
historically, it has done so based on OIG
recommendations. As to CMS’s concerns
on circularity and the absence of specific
patient risk criteria, the OIG effectively
responded that CMS should “take the
necessary steps” to implement OIG’s
recommendations, regardless.
The Report can be found at https://oig.
hhs.gov/oas/reports/region5/51200020.pdf.
Adele Merestein is an attorney with
Hall Render Killian Heath & Lyman in
Indianapolis.
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Medicare’s big data dump
Misleading data could lead to increased whistleblower suits.
By Anne-Tyler Morgan
In April of 2014, the
Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services
released data showing
ut i l izat ion, pay ments
and submitted charges
for services and
procedures provided by physicians to
Medicare beneficiaries. The enormous
data set contains information for over
880,000 distinct healthcare providers
who collectively received $77 billion

The data dump, organized
in searchable-friendly Excel
format, garnered national
headlines, as it was the first
time in over 35 years that
such information has been
made available to the public.
in Medicare payments in 2012 under
the Medicare Part B Fee-For-Service
program. The data dump, organized
in searchable-friendly Excel format,
garnered national headlines, as it was

Do you want to stay up
to date on the latest news
in the business of healthcare?

Sign up for the
Medical News eNewsletter
at www.MedicalNews.md

the f irst time in over 35 years that such
information has been made available
to the public.
Medicare Millionaires?
Media outlets were quick to report,
rather misleadingly, that some physicians
received millions in payments; it was
clear within hours after the release that
the figures overshadowed the facts.
What is not readily apparent from the
Excel spreadsheets is that Medicare
payments rarely, if ever, go straight to
a physician’s pocket. The spreadsheets
do not explain the nuances of Medicare
billing practices, such as the fact that an
amount paid is generally far less than
what was charged, that it is possible for
numerous providers in an office to file
claims under one physician’s National
Provider Identifier number, and that
substantial portions of Medicare
payments are often used to cover the cost
of patient drugs administered in office.
The American Medical Association
issued a statement on the unprecedented
release: “We believe that the broad
data dump today by CMS has
sig n i f ic a nt shor tcom i ng s reg a rd i ng
the accuracy and value of the medical
services rendered by physicians.
Releasing the data without context
w i l l l ikely lead to inaccu racies,
misinterpretations, false conclusions
and other unintended consequences.”
Data May Benefit Lawyers
The data release is yet another push
to make healthcare more transparent,
affordable
and
accountable
in
conjunction with the Affordable
Care Act. It is questionable, however,
whether many consumers will have
genuine interest in pouring over
Medicare spreadsheets. The data has
more appeal to two specif ic groups:

How Did
Kentucky
Fare?
Average reimbursed
per doctor = $86,923.90
Average amount of
bill reimbursements
= 31.9 percent
Total Medicare
beneficiaries = 793,271
– Medicare PUF
(Public Use Files)
researchers, who can use the data to
analyze trends, and lawyers, who can
use the data to red f lag potentia l ly
problematic activ it y and use it in qui
tam, or whistleblower, suits. Reuters
recent ly repor ted that members
of Ta x p ay e r s A g a i n s t Fr aud , a
nonprof it advocac y g roup w it h
around 40 0 whistleblower law yers,
have a lready been ana lyzing the data
for signs of fraud.
Data Alone Not Enough
The False Claims Act, which
provides for the f iling of whistleblower
suits, contains something known as the
“public disclosure bar”, which generally
prohibits suits containing information
based on transactions publ icly
disclosed in a federal agency report. A
plaintiff who f iles a whistleblower suit
must be able to show that he or she has
inside knowledge of allegedly improper
billing practices or fraudulent activity.
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

Thus, the CMS data alone cannot serve
as the basis of a lawsuit. That does not
mean that the data could not be used
to “beef up” court documents or add
to existing allegations. Employees
(or disgruntled ex-employees) may
try to use the easily accessible data to
conf irm suspicions (especially if they
do not fully understand Medicare
billing practices). With the aggregated
information at their f ingertips, it may
be diff icult for some lawyers to resist

What is not readily apparent
from the Excel spreadsheets
is that Medicare payments
rarely, if ever, go straight
to a physician’s pocket.
seeking out potential clients who could
serve as whistle blowing plaintiffs.
CMS’s public disclosure comes
on the heels of the end of Phase 1
of the Physician Payment Sunshine

Shock and Awe
• 880,000 providers were paid about $77 billion by
Medicare in 2012.
• Total charges for 2012: $252 billion. Total paidout: $77 billion (roughly 31 percent).
• Highest two percent of physicians represented
2 4 p e rce n t o f t o t a l M e d i ca re p a y m e n t
(over $18 billion).
• Largest specialty by payment – ophthalmology
(17,000).
• Almost 4,000 medical providers were paid $1
million or more (the “Medicare Millionaires”).
• About seven medical providers were paid $10
million or more.
• A common eye disorder in the elderly was the
largest single reimbursement procedure – about
$1 billion for 143,000 patients.

BOKFinancialhashadastrongandgrowingpres nceinhealthcare
bankingfordecades.Wehave xperts ohelpyouimproverev nue
cy lemetrics,det rminethebestwaytoraisecapitalorhelpwith
investmentmanagement.Se how e’vehelpedotherhealthcare
clientsatw w.bokfinancial.com/kentuckyhealthcaresolutions.

A c t , du r i n g w h ic h ph a r m a c e ut ic a l
companies, medical device
m a nu f a c t u r e r s , biote c h c omp a n ie s
and group purchasing organizations
were required to report payments and
transfers of value made to physicians
and teaching hospita ls. This
information is scheduled to become
publicly available through a web site
later this year.
It is now more important than ever
before that physicians and healthcare
organizations be aware of the
increased potential for whistle blower
claims and government investigations.

As physicians’ privacy dwindles in the
name of healthcare transparency, the
industry must be vigilant in ensuring
that the information contained in
these public data dumps is accurate. In
addition, physicians must be prepared
to defend billing practices and
payments at all times, whether it be to
patients, the court of public opinion,
government agencies or the courts.
Anne-Tyler Morgan is an associate of
McBrayer, McGinnis, Leslie & Kirkland,
PLLC in the firm’s Lexington office.
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Healthcare data breach
Cyber attacks are on the rise and healthcare data is the biggest target.

Identity Theft Resource Center
2013 Data Breach Category Summary

By Carrie Gilbert and Matt Klein
The threat of data
breaches has troubled
the healthcare bar since
the HIPAA law became
effective in 1996. We
knew that at some point
the boogeyman would
come to life. Witness
the Target data breach,
which dominated the
news for several weeks
this past December.
Target is still reeling
from issues caused by
the breach. While Target’s diff iculties
are newsworthy because of the sheer
volume of data that the thieves were
able to access, in our digital society,
security breaches are not uncommon.
It could never be said that
healthcare has escaped the digital
revolution. Indeed, the opposite is
true. Because of the increased use
of healthcare technology, such as
electronic health records (EHRs),
healthcare providers treat patients
and provide services in ways never
imagined twenty years ago. But, with
these advances the healthcare industry
has experienced an increased threat to
patient health information. In addition
to information that may damage one’s
reputation, EHRs contain information
that, in the wrong hands, can cause

Early this year, OCR reported
that since 2009 it has
received over 800 reports
of breaches that have
affected approximately
29.3 million individuals.

TOTALS FOR CATEGORY: BANKING/CREDIT/FINANCIAL

TOTALS FOR CATEGORY: BUSINESS

TOTALS FOR CATEGORY: EDUCATIONAL

TOTALS FOR CATEGORY: GOVERNMENT/MILITARY

TOTALS FOR CATEGORY: MEDICAL/HEALTHCARE

TOTALS FOR ALL CATEGORIES

2013 BREACHES IDENTIFIED BY THE ITRC AS OF: 1/1/2014

serious damage to one’s economic
health. The Federal Trade Commission
reports that identity thieves use
medical information to receive care,
obtain prescription drugs and f ile
insurance claims. Additionally, EHRs
contain information that aids thieves
in passing security questions.
Breach Prevention
Given the prevalent use of EHRs,
the United States Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS)
Off ice for Civil Rights (OCR) has
increasingly turned its focus to breach

# of Breaches: 23

# of Records

% of Breaches: 3.7%

% of Records

# of Breaches: 210

# of Records

% of Breaches: 33.9%

% of Records

# of Breaches: 56

# of Records

% of Breaches: 9.0%

% of Records

# of Breaches: 63

# of Records

% of Breaches: 10.2%

% of Records

# of Breaches: 267

# of Records

% of Breaches: 43.1%

% of Records

# of Breaches: 619

# of Records

% of Breaches: 100.0%

% of Records

786,789
1.4%
47,260,237
81.7%
3,242,789
5.6%
1,919,142
3.3%
4,659,965
8.1%
57,868,922
100.0%

TOTAL BREACHES: 619
RECORDS EXPOSED: 57,868,922

prevention and enforcement under
the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA)
Security Rule and the Health
Information Technology for Economic
and Clinical Health (HITECH)
Act. Early this year, OCR reported
that since 2009 it has received over
800 reports of breaches that have
affected approximately 29.3 million
individuals. As part of its enforcement
efforts, OCR has levied civil monetary
penalties on providers who have failed
to implement appropriate safeguards to
protect electronic health information.

Notably, in 2013, WellPoint, Inc.
agreed to pay $1.7 million to resolve
claims that it failed to adequately
protect electronic health information
stored on an online database such
that the public could easily access the
information. Additionally, Aff inity
Health Plan agreed to pay $1.2 million
to OCR following the discovery that
it had failed to wipe patient health
information from a leased copy
machine prior to returning it.
Healthcare providers can expect
that the OCR enforcement trend
will continue in 2014, if not increase.

Continued on page 16
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OCR estimates that it will collect $5.5
million in penalties in fiscal year 2014.
Further, the director of OCR, Leon
Rodriguez, has stated that he plans to
implement an audit program aimed at
ensuring providers are complying with
the Security Rule. In fact, OCR recently
announced it will randomly survey 1,200
organizations in an effort to determine
which organizations are suitable for an
audit as well as organization readiness
for the audit program.
Additionally, in its 2014 Work
Plan, the HHS Off ice of the Inspector
General (OIG) included initiatives
to review the security controls used
by hospita ls when stor ing hea lt h
in for mat ion on por table dev ices
including laptops, jump drives, and
backup tapes. The OIG will also
review the security controls of medical
devices, such as dialysis machines
and radiology systems, which are
connected to EHRs and hospita l
net works to determine whether the
health information stored on such
equipment is adequately protected.
Software That Protects
In response to the ever-growing
n e e d t o p r o t e c t p a t i e nt h e a lt h
information, the technology industry
continues to develop methods to
eff iciently and effectively protect
health information. Software aimed at
allowing healthcare providers to safely
communicate via text and email is

In addition to information that
may damage one’s reputation,
EHRs contain information
that, in the wrong hands,
can cause serious damage
to one’s economic health.
becoming more prevalent. For example,
Andrew Brooks, a surgeon, founded
TigerText, a secure mobile messaging
platform specif ically designed to allow
healthcare professionals to safely text
one another. The OIG is not alone in
its concerns for the security of medical
devices, and developers have created a
f irewall that medical device users can
integrate into their cell phones or wear
as a necklace or bracelet.
Technology has changed nearly
e v e r y f a c e t o f s o c i e t y, i n c l u d i n g
hea lthcare deliver y. EHRs improve
care and decrease costs, but they also
pl ace h igh ly sensit ive i n for mat ion
at greater risk if not appropriately
protected. And likely, as evidenced by
recent OCR and OIG initiatives, the
government mandate to protect patient
health information will only intensify.
As such, healthcare providers must
continue to adapt and improve the
means through which they protect
patient health information.
Carrie Gilbert and Matt Klein are
with DBL Law in Crestview Hills, Ky.

2013 Identity Theft Resource
Center Data Breach Report

How to Protect Patient Information
Short of implementing new technologies, healthcare
providers can take certain steps to ensure that they
are adequately protecting patient information:
• Providers should conduct risk analyses annually to determine
if there are any weaknesses in their security safeguards
as well as their policies and procedures. An effective risk
analysis not only determines if there are any gaps in security,
but also the level of risk associated with each gap.
• The provider can then prioritize needed fixes and updates.
• Providers should be periodically retraining their workforces to
ensure that they are promoting a culture of compliance and that
their employees understand the importance of such compliance.
• If a breach does occur, then the provider should act quickly and
proactively to address the breach. An appropriate response
to a breach includes investigating the breach, making any
required reports, mitigating any additional harm, and updating
security safeguards to prevent the breach in the future.
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No easy answer to who owns your health data
Patients, healthcare organizations both own parts of the medical records.
By Amy Sullivan Cahill

Although meaningful use
regulations require EHR
software, it may be years
before software offers the
true interoperability between
providers and formats
that the law envisions.

Do you own your
own medical records? Not
exactly. Medical records
are comprised of several
different elements. These
elements may be owned by
different people or entities,
and their use and dissemination receive
treatment under overlapping laws and
regulatory schemes.
Personal Health Information
The treatment of medical information
is governed by various state and federal
laws. The most prominent law, the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPAA), as supplemented
by the Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health of
2009 (HITECH) Act addresses, among
other matters, the treatment of protected
health information (PHI), including PHI
contained in medical records.

Kentucky requires a licensed
hospital or healthcare provider
to provide, without charge
to a patient, one copy of the
patient’s medical records.
HIPAA and HITECH are administered
through a labyrinth of regulations issued
by the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) and carry civil and criminal
penalties for violation. There are several
important objectives of the laws, but perhaps
the objective with the most apparent effect
on patients and the treatment of their
medical records is the concern of protecting
patient privacy.
Under HIPAA, a provider (broadly
defined by the regulations) may not use
or disclose an individual’s PHI except as
permitted or required by the regulations.
PHI is defined as information transmitted
or maintained in any form relating to
past, present or future physical/mental
health or payments that identifies the
individual patient.
Although HIPAA does not address

that they create to be proprietary and/or
protected by U.S. Copyright laws. However,
a claim of ownership by a service provider
would not abrogate its legal obligations
under HIPA A/HITECH, nor under
Kentucky’s KRS 422.317(1).
ownership of records directly, it creates a
duty on behalf of providers to protect and
limit the dissemination of records in strict
accordance with its mandates.
Right to Medical Information
Kentucky requires a licensed hospital
or healthcare provider to provide, without
charge to a patient, one copy of the patient’s
medical records. KRS 422.317(1). The
request must be made by the patient in
writing, and the law expressly exempts
the Kentucky Department of Corrections
from the definition of healthcare provider.
(A provider may charge in connection
with a second request). Providers can
charge patients for any additional costs
in transmitting the records, including
faxing, scanning or other means used to
transmit the records to the patient or the
patient’s agent. William C. Eriksen, P.S.C.
v. Gruner & Simms, – S.W.3d –, 2013 Ky.
App. LEXIS 77 (Ky. Ct. App. 2013). The
policy behind the Kentucky law is to permit
patients who need information about their
medical condition or treatment, including
for purposes of obtaining continuing care,
to access the necessary information without
encountering prohibitive costs.
Proprietary Practice Data
Medical records may also contain
content created by healthcare providers.
Medical notes, diagnoses, and even test
results are created by healthcare providers
in the course of providing services. Medical
practices may consider the information

Electronic Health Records
Also among the goals of HIPAA
and HITECH is the standardization of
electronic health transactions assertedly
in furtherance of a more robust healthcare
technology infrastructure, improved patient
care quality and the efficient use of resources.
Under the regulations promulgated in
the past several years, eligible healthcare
providers’ monetary reimbursements under
Medicare are directly tied to the adoption of
electronic health records (EHR) technology.
These reimbursements may total in the

millions of dollars (over a period of years),
making adoption of EHR a competitive
necessity for most.
EHR software vendors have proliferated
in the wake of the EHR incentive programs,
also referred to as meaningful use
requirements. Proprietary software offered
by vendors may add features to medical
records intended to make the information
more easily accessible or valuable to
practices, creating the potential for an
additional layer of rights in and around
medical records. Although meaningful use
regulations require EHR software, it may
be years before software offers the true
interoperability between providers and
formats that the law envisions.
The respective rights of patients,
healthcare providers and software vendors
will continue to evolve under the legal
constructs now in place. However, legal
developments will surely be shaped by
the overarching goals of recent health law
reform efforts including reduced healthcare
costs, increased quality of care and the
ability of providers to collaborate and
streamline treatment through an improved
technology infrastructure.
Amy Sullivan Cahill is a member at
Stites & Harbison in Louisville, Ky.

Medical Record Use, Access and Privacy
A variety of state and federal laws and agency regulations affect access
to medical records. They control the process for patient access and protect
privacy and use of the information found in these personal files. Key laws
and regulations include:
FEDERAL PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
This law regulates the handling of healthcare information by federal
agencies, and access to the medical records they hold.
HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA)
The main federal law addressing patient privacy and electronic records,
and covers access to these sources.
HEALTH INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FOR ECONOMIC AND CLINICAL
HEALTH ACT (HITECH)
Adds to HIPAA protection by giving consumers the right to access reports
to see who has viewed their electronic records, working much like free
credit reports.
In addition, privacy regulations issued by the federal Department of Health
and Human Services require healthcare plans, doctors, hospitals, clinics,
nursing homes and other covered entities to provide consumers access to
medical records within 30 days.
Also, state laws in the medical service provider’s location tell you how to
access your medical records.
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Learning leadership
When medicine meets leadership everything changes:
culture, care, collaboration, results.
By Fred Williams, MD and Fred Beattie, MD
Physician
leadership
training is all the rage
at the moment, with
health systems, for-profit
companies and government
agencies sponsoring daylong, week-long and in
some cases designations and
degrees on the subject. Many
are good repositories of
information for physicians
to comprehend and learn
the necessary skills to
become “leaders”. But why
the sudden urge to train physicians in
leadership? Two reasons are often cited:
1. First, many believe our training
in medical school does not lend itself
to becoming a leader. When we went
through medical school, for instance, the
training was almost exclusively clinically
based. That training is drilled into us
for seven plus years. This training style
is not conducive to leading a team of
professionals in treating patients and
getting the best results possible.
2. Because of this lack of training
at the beginning of our careers, the other
reason cited for physician leadership
training is the need to work in a modern,
team-based clinical setting. Learning
how to listen, nudge people toward a goal,
and understanding the importance of
both clinical and administrative details
is vital not only to patient treatment, but
to health system adaptation to modern
medical practice.

A combination of handson experience as a leader,
coupled with training,
support and incentives will
provide a unique opportunity
for physicians around the
state to be leaders.
But lea rning the ba sic s of
Tota l Quality Management or other

management and leadership philosophies
in a classroom setting cannot replace
actual hands-on leadership experience.
Unfortunately, the modern practice
of medicine that oftentimes requires
leadership skills does not lend itself
to allowing physicians to take much
time to learn new skill sets when they
are struggling with electronic medical
record implementation, audits, preauthorizations and ongoing clinical
learning, not to mention a personal life.
Learning Leadership
That is why the Kentucky Medical
Association (KMA) and the Kentucky
Foundation for Medical Care (KFMC)
have collaborated to create two programs
we hope will give physicians the
opportunity, incentives and recognition
to take on leadership positions, both in
their communities and the healthcare
system. KMA’s new Community Connector
Program assists individual physicians with
finding opportunities for leadership, along
with supporting and recognizing those
physicians who take on leadership roles.
Whether it might be serving on a nonprofit board, hospital medical staff leader,
or the medical director of a free clinic,
physicians all over the state are exercising
leadership. The KFMC has also decided
to enhance the Community Connector
Program by offering a small number of
three thousand dollar grants to non-profit
organizations who are affiliated with a
KMA Community Connector. RFP’s will
be released soon for this new program.
In addition, the KFMC recently
received a grant from The Physicians
Foundation to implement a new Kentucky
Physician Leadership Initiative (KPLI).
This program will provide training to
individual physicians on new quality
measurement initiatives and encourage
physicians who attend the training to apply
for the same training to be performed for
physicians in their local communities,
coupled with a public health initiative
that will be led by the physician.
A combination of hands-on experience
as a leader, coupled with training, support
and incentives will provide a unique
opportunity for physicians around the
state to be leaders. As the health system

Skillsets for Reform
The American Hospital Association (AHA) asked its regional
policy boards, governing councils and committees
to identify the skills they felt physicians needed to
practice and lead in a reformed environment. The results
were published by the AHA’s Physician Leadership
Forum in Lifelong Learning: Physician Competency
Development. They cited the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Leadership training
Systems theory and analysis
Use of information technology
Cross-disciplinary training/multidisciplinary teams
Understanding and respecting the
skills of other practitioners
• Additional education around:
- Population health management
- Palliative care/end-of-life
- Resource management/medical economics
- Health policy and regulation
• Interpersonal and communication skills:
- Less “captain of the ship” and more
“member/leader of the team”
- Time management
- Empathy/customer service
- Conflict management/performance feedback
- Understanding of cultural and economic diversity
- Emotional intelligence
continues its massive transformation, the
need for highly trained and respected
physicians is more important than ever.
Fred A. Williams, Jr. MD is the
president of the Kentucky Medical
Association and a member of the Kentucky

Foundation for Medical Care Board of
Directors. Jim Beattie, MD, is president
of the Kentucky Foundation for Medical
Care and a past-president of the Kentucky
Medical Association.
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Meet KentuckyOne Health. A new and unique partnership between two
of Kentucky’s leading health providers—Jewish Hospital & St. Mary’s
HealthCare and Saint Joseph Health System. Together we are investing
$320 million to bring the latest treatments to more people across the
state. Learn more about KentuckyOne Health at KentuckyOneHealth.org.

Continuing Care Hospital
Flaget Memorial Hospital
Frazier Rehab Institute
Jewish Hospital
Jewish Hospital Medical Center East
Jewish Hospital Medical Center South
Jewish Hospital Medical Center Southwest
Jewish Hospital Medical Center Northeast
Jewish Hospital Shelbyville
Jewish Physician Group
Our Lady of Peace
Saint Joseph Berea

Saint Joseph East
Saint Joseph Hospital
Saint Joseph Jessamine
Saint Joseph London
Saint Joseph Martin
Saint Joseph Mount Sterling
Saint Joseph Physicians
Sts. Mary & Elizabeth Hospital
VNA Nazareth Home Care
The Women’s Hospital at
Saint Joseph East

Surgical Technology

100%

Congratulations!

first-time pass rate

Phlebotomy

95%

first-time pass rate

To the 2013 Spencerian College Louisville graduates who had outstanding first-time pass rates on
their Certification or Licensure Examinations. When you’re seeking qualified medical professionals,
remember Spencerian – the school that has provided quality career education since 1892.
Louisville Campus

800-264-1799

Lexington Campus

800-456-3253

SPENCERIAN.EDU

Medical Laboratory
Technology

100%
first-time pass rate

Nursing
(Associate Degree)

100%
first-time pass rate for
Registered Nursing

Radiologic Technology

Practical Nursing

97%

100%
first-time pass rate

first-time pass rate for
Licensed Practical Nursing
Spencerian College is accredited by the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools to award certificates, diplomas, associate and bachelor degrees.
For more information about program successes in graduation rates, placement rates and occupations, please visit spencerian.edu/programsuccess.

Respiratory Therapy

100%
first-time pass rate
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Wolkoff Wachsman
UK Researcher Developing Overdose Treatment
By Keith Hautala, Dave Melanson
Jan 17, 2014
__________________________
______________
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Jan. 24, 2014)
— Chang-Guo Zhan, professor in the
University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy’s Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, received a three-year, $1.8 million National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grant to develop a therapeutic treatment
for cocaine overdose.
The development of an anti-cocaine
medication for the treatment of cocaine
overdose has challenged the scientific
community for years. In fact, there is
no current FDA-approved anti-cocaine
overdose medication on the market.
“According to federal data, cocaine
is the No. 1 illicit drug responsible for
drug overdose related emergency department visits,” Zhan said. “More than half
a million people visit emergency rooms
across the country each year due to cocaine overdose.”
This new grant is the fourth in a
series of investigator-initiated research
project (R01) awards that Zhan has received from the NIH to continue to
discover and develop a cocaine abuse
therapy. In previous work, Zhan has developed unique computational design approaches to generate of high activity variants of butyrylcholinesterase (BChE), a
naturally occurring human enzyme that
rapidly transforms cocaine into biologically inactive metabolites.
Zhan and his collaborators have improved BChE catalytic activity specifically against cocaine by 4,000 times. The
focus of this new grant is to optimize and
stabilize these high-activity BChE variants. The hope is that at the end of this
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grant, this therapy will be ready for clinical development.
“Dr. Zhan’s lab is at the leading-edge
of cocaine overdose therapy,” said Linda
Dwoskin, associate dean for research
at the UK College of Pharmacy. “This
grant is the culmination of the pre-clinical, innovative and groundbreaking work
that has been taking place in Dr. Zhan’s
laboratory for many years. The next step
will be to move this potential therapy
into clinical use and make it available to
those who need it.”
Z

“HANDSTAND”, BRONZE BY TUSKA, LEXINGTON, KY. A DECEASED UK FINE ARTS PROFESSOR, TUSKA WAS FASCINATED WITH THE
BEAUTY AND ATHLETICISM OF THE HUMAN FORM.

